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RISE AND FALL OF GREEMN CITY 

RISE AND FALL OF GREEN CITY 

CHAPTER 11 – 1993 

The writer could not find minutes for the Green City Annual Meeting for the year 1993; however, many 

of the Green Citizens did attend as evidence by the photographs. 

This depiction of a Green City Camper is very appropriate; 

however, I am not aware of anyone having room for a Barb-B-Q 

like the one shown as there was little room remaining on the 

transport vehicle once supplies (and beer) were allocated. 

The band was 

present with 

Walter 

Demoskoff on 

the left, then, 

Fred Chursinoff,  Serge Plotnikoff and Moe Zibin. The 

Mare, (Lorne Tamelin) is 

busy preparing his 

speech as Donna 

Arishenkoff is doing a 

“sound check.” 

The ex-Mare is taking 

advantage of his break by 

“cooling off” his pollical 

ambitions in Skillet Creek. 

Dr. Probal (Mike Varabioff) continues his 

vigilance for any medical emergency that may occur unexpectantly. 

He may have obtained a supplementary position as Security Guard as 

that mallet appears to be very menacing and threatening.  

Peace and quiet is the motto for this evening in Green City as Dr. 

Probal must be drinking that “stuff” he has been brewing for 

supplementary income. 
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The ladies showed off their ability performing a 

“Green City Dance”. 

__?__, KateVarabioff, Ann Demoskoff, Kathy 

Popoff, Violet Plotnikoff, Marilyn Verigin, Donna 

Arishenkoff, Ann Chursinoff, Ann Zibin, __?__, 

Irene Tamelin, Natalie Voykin. 

The ex-Mare inspecting the Trout that maybe the 

fishing objective in 

Skillet Creek. The 

logging bridge in the 

background is an 

appropriate perch for 

two local Green City 

residents to share opinions on local politics.  

Fred Arishenkoff takes a break from his gig with 

the band and shares a dance with his partner 

Donna. 

The dance 

floor space 

between the 

rocks and 

stumps 

necessitates a great deal of creativity in 

deciding who is leading and / or 

following.  

Dodge City 

Days signage is 

the 

background for 

the Green City 

1993 Green 

City Ladies. It 

has been a 

stressful day 

choosing what 

events in which to partake. Not sure how many Huckleberries were gathered.  
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They look like they are having a great time. 

Moe and Ann show off their improvised Recreation Vehicle 

that provides transport, travel security and sleeping 

accommodations for two. 

      The incumbent Mayor, Lorne Tamelin, displays his 

“chain of office” along with a 

“Peace-Maker” as he brags to 

a local citizen about his 

ability?                 

   The stresses of local politics maybe taking their toll on the Politicians. 

The Citizens of 

Green City were 

confronted with a 

“road block” upon 

arriving at Green 

City. It seem like 

everybody is not 

sure the meaning of the sign. “Hawlowta (Clawb 

Rools to Get In) Confess to Condisens Contract. 

Come across to Come Caross” Spelling is terrible 

but an advantage if you have some Russian 

knowledge. The protesters are Elmer Verigin on 

the left, Fred Chursinoff, Serge Poltnikoff, 

Violet Plotnikoff, Ann Zibin, Moe Zibin, 

Bill Zariloff, Walter Demoskoff, Ann 

Chursinoff, Lorne Tamelin. 

Fred Arishenkoff  presents the Green City 

Grammy Award to Moe Zibin to popular 

acclaim. As Dr. Probal stands by. 
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Dodge City Days signage advertising that suggests a fun-filled 

weekend. The shade of a nearby tree disguises some of the events 

that may require staying to the end to experience it all. 

Tom and Noboko Hara were not adequately prepared for Dodge City 

Days as they thought it was a premier social event (which it was to 

Green City standards). 

They had to reach into their 

wardrobes for local style of wear. 

Tom adjusted to this new 

environment but totally 

misunderstood the size of trout that 

was available in the local creeks.    

Well, a guys can make a mistake 

occasionally. 

Tom and Noboko understood 

that Green City was searching for a new identity and were 

prepared to undertake a campaign 

to bring the Olympics to Green City 

using their past Olympic experience 

at Whistler. 

Unfortunately, they were not able to get their proposal on the agenda, this 

year. 

To add insult to injury, the Haras were informed by Noboko’s friend Irene 

Tamelin about the Green City Ball and brought appropriate wear for the 

occasion. Alas, they had to readjust their plans as the dance floor did not 

have the recommended lubricate for “ballroom dancing” 
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